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AIT EVALUATION OF THE VOLTA RIVER PROJECT AS A GEOWTH POLE IN
;

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GHAITAIAIT ECONOMY

The growth pole concept states that economic growth does not

appear everywhere all at once, that it is initiated within a growth
pole which exists in economic space, defined as "centres from which
centrifugal forces emanate and to which centripetal forces are

attracted. Each centre being a centre of attraction and repulsion

has its proper field which is set in the field of all other centres, "I
Growth poles are thus located not in geographical spaces but in

centres of this field of forces. Economic growth occurs in these

poles, and the "connections between the poles, in terms of the
flows of : inputs and outputs, transmit the forces generated.'"^
Growth poles are thus likely to be firms or industries or a complex
of firms or industries.

To qualify as a growth pole the industry must be large absolutely,
and must dominate its environment, in the sense that while a small
proportion of the dominant industry's output is used as input by
each surrounding industry, a greater proportion of the output of the
surrounding industries is used as input by the dominant industry.

Secondly, the rate of growth of the dominant industry must be higher
than that of the region or nation in which it is embedded. And

thirdly, it must have high linkages with many other industries.3

Lately, writers on the growth pole concept have sought to

develop it into a theory which can yield prescriptions for develop¬
ment within the framework of comprehensive regional planning.^
These attempts, according to D.F, Darwent,5 have been largely unsuc-

cesful because of t

(a) the different interpretations given to the original formu¬
lation which has made the concept so nebulous as to render it prac¬

tically useless as a tool for development^
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(b) inadequate treatment of the "tendency of economic, social
and political processes to produce agglomerated phenomena";

(c) a general inability to unravel polarisation effects from
other growth inducing effects;

(d) a failure to discuss how best growth is initiated.

But even Darwent's able criticism does not shed much light

on the problems of applying the concept to less developed countries.
The structure of the advanced capitalist countries, where the
concept was developed and has been applied, is so fundamentally
different from' that of the less developed economies that a demon¬

stration of the shortcomings of the growth pole concept as applied
in the advanced capitalist economies is not enough; the concept should

be recast or adapted to take account of the different structure

of poor countries. In this respect, it is important to note that
in the advanced economies,

(ï) the growth pole concept is applied to help solve regional

disparities by activating laggard regions through the use of various
forms of taxation, subsidies, persuasion, etc. The regions already
have the basic prerequisite for growth and development or these
can be easily transferred there. The problem is not one of initiating

growth

(2) entrepreneurs respond spontaneously to the various incentivos
offered and locate activities in the depressed areas

(3) economic growth is primarily self generating in the sense that
national demand is central in calling forth both short-run use of

productive capacity and long-run investment in additional capacity.
Growth is largely self-sustainable because the existence of a sub¬

stantial intermediate and capital goods sector frees investing from

dependence on foreign exchange availability 6
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(4) the hulk of the output of all major sectors is home market

oriented;

(5) foreign investment is only a small proportion of total invest¬
ment .

The opposite of these characteristics describe some of the

salient features of the structure of less developed economies. In

particular, we draw attention to two crucial considerations which,
if ignored, will render the growth pole concept of little value as

a policy tool for development in an underdeveloped environment.

The first is the question of who benefits from the growth pole
effects. Growth may actually result from a dominant industry or

a growth centre. But if, say, huge profits from a dominant indus¬
try accrue to a foreign businessman who repatriates this surplus the

growth effects will not take place in the region or national economy

where the industry is located. Or a dominant industry may possess

strong linkages but if the region or national economy does not possess

the resources, capital and skills to set up the industries that are
called forth and has to import these, the multiplier effects of
growth will take place outside the region or national economy.

Similarly, if a growth centre in a region or country merely serves

as a gateway for the transference of resources, both material and

human, to areas outside the region or country, then the growth centre
is not generating growth at the proper quarters.

The second.consideration relates to the method of initiating

growth. This problem is nowhere discussed in the various formula¬
tions of the growth pole concept. And yet, it is the prime require¬
ment of any prescription-for development in these countries. The

growth pole concept moist therefore address itself to this important

problem.
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Growth is increased productivity. However, sustained increase
in productivity required sustained improvement in technology. Growth
then becomes a question of developing production technology, and
then organisational, legal, marketing, and other technologies so

that technological change becomes built into production and the

entire social system. Now, the technologically less developed economy

produces food, clothing and shelter by using human and animal power.

Increased and sustained productivity therefore means replacing human
and animal power by mechanical power, steam, electrical, chemical
or nuclear. "The power unit, whatever its form", declares Hetzlcr^
"is the beating heart of advanced technology. The achievment of
the power plateau is signalled by an ability within the society to
do more than simply operate and maintain: machine systems. The society
must haye developed an internal capability for repairing and over¬

hauling engines, for producing replacement parts and even manufac¬

turing whole engines. The society now becomes systems oriented, and
as its knowledge of power technology reaches a critical mass it

becomes capable of sustained technological growth". This needs a

large corps of general machinists, engine technicians, engineers,
managers and administrators. These skills should then be diffused

throughout the society so that virtually everybody has at least, a
general fcmiliarity with, and orientation toward the system. Once
the society gets to understand the principles of power creation,

it^ will proceed to devise new types of machines and think of ways

in which the machines may be employed advantageously, i.e. how to
use them in economic processess. The more easily perceived costs
involved in the use of these machines introduces economic rationality
into economic activities. Economic agents now aim at minimising
costs per unit of output and maximising returns to the enterprise.
This leads to accumulation of capital and further development of
technology and skills. Economic growth becomes self generating,
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If power technology is the initiator of growth, then a growth
pole in a technologically less developed country must not only he

large absolutely, grow faster than the national economy and have a

high degree of interlinkage with other sectors, it must also be 0110

that calls forth a large body of engineers, engine technicians and
general machinists AND equips its labour force with these skills5
the growth effects must be realisable in the economy where the polo is

situated.

For the rest of the paper section II will describe the structure

of the Volta River Project; section III will analyse the potential
of the project as growth pole, including the extent to which tho pro¬

ject can initiate growth; section IV describes and analyses the actual
functioning of the project as a growth pole; the paper concludes with
a description of the difficulties that militate against maximum growth

pole benefits being derived, and some lessens for development policy
arising out of the discussion,

SECTIOR II

The Volta River Project^ - the construction of a major dam and

hydro-electric installation, exploitaiton of local bauxite, the
creation of an alumina factory and aluminium smelter together with
the construction of a new township (Akosombo) for the labour force
and the building of a new port at Tema, and the provision of the
necessary infrastructure was conceived of as an integrated complex.
The costs involved were beyond the financial capability of Ghana and

outside assistance, both financial and technical, had to be sought.
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Negotiations with the British Government and a British alumi¬

nium firm for participation in the construction and management of
the project and for financial assistance broke down in 1956.9
Three years passed before another aluminium firm, the Volta Alumi¬
nium Company (VALCO)^ agreed to consider the proposition. By this

time, however, the Ghana government had so staked its reputation on

the successful implementation of the project that it appeared pre¬

pared to accept any conditions that the firm might impose.

Valco agreed to build a smelter to process their own alumina

produced in the U.S. from bauxite mined in Jamaica. The resulting
ingots would be exported to their own factories abroad for the

manufacture of final aluminium products. Some other concessions''''
granted to Valco were that s

(a) the Ghana Government was not to insist on a firm commit¬

ment on the part of Valco to instai an alumium plant in Ghana;

(b) imports by Valco for the construction of the smelter and

its operation were to be duty free for the first thirty years;

(c) there should be no restriction, control or taxation of
aluminium export;

(d) imported alumina was to be duty free for thirty years;

(e) Valco was to be granted pioneer company relief which exempts
it from all taxation of its income for at least 5 years,

extending beyond that period to a maximum of 10 years if
profits have not totalled a specified minimum - about £20

million;
12(f) the V.R.A. should sell power to the smelter at little

more than the cost price.
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Por this last concession, Valco was committed to pay the V.R.A,

f 400#000 a month whether or not the smelter consumed electricity.

Structurally, the Volta River Project comprises s

(a) a dam at Akosombo for the generation of electricity. The
rises 37O feet high from the bed of the river, and is 2100
feet long at the crest. Behind the crest has arisen a lake

3275 square miles in surface area and 250 miles in length.

The dam has a generating capaicty of 792,000 K.W. using 6 generators.
A 500 mile transmission line carries power from Akosombo to the

mining areas and the three cities of Accra/Tema, Kumasi and Sekondi/
Takoradi. In all, it is estimated that 1,6 million people in the
southern third of the country are served with Akosombo power. Another

184 mile transmission line has been built to carry power to the

republics of Togo and Dahomey.

(b) An aluminium smelter established at Tema in 1966 with an

initial capacity of 78,000 tons of aluminium per annum, which
will rise to 145,000 tons per annum (by the beginning of
1973). At the moment the smelter processess imported alumina
for a conversion fee of 56 percent13 of the ruling world

price for aluminium ingots. It consumed just over 200,000
K.W, of electric power and it now (1973) consumes 300,000 K.W

(c) ancillary economic activities either in operation or contem¬
plate d j

(i) an inland fishing industry which is expected to land

60,000 tons^4 of fish per annum; fishing; which is at
the moment restricted to the shores of the lake, is
carried on by 12,500 professional fishermen who own

12,000 home-built'wooden canoes between them. There
are seren major landing points at which statistics of
fish catches are collected. There are, however, a

host of smaller landing points at many of the 1,000

villages which the fishermen have built for themselves
along the shores of the lake.
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It is estimated, that income per canoe averages f 700.15

(ii) Development of transportation on the 250 miles Volta lake

which joins the industrial-commercial centres of Accra/Tema
and the north-eastern parts of the country; the Volta Lake
Transport Corporation entrusted with the development of

transportation on the lake has constructed three ports}1&
one at Akosombo 60 miles from the port of Tema, another at
Kete-Krachi, half way up north, and the other at Yapei,
35 miles from Tamale the northern capital. The Corporation

operates a vessel, the "Yapei Queen" a passenger cum cargo

"boat, between Akosombo, Kete-Krachi and Yapei;

(iii) an irrigation scheme to develop the northern grassy plains
and the Accra palins which have been found to possess great

agricultural potential; it is estimated that 440,000 out
of the 828,000 acres which constitute the Accra plains

possess great agricultural potential if irrigated^; and
can supply the country's needs in the production of rice,
sugar cane, cotton, vegetables, pineapples, oilpalm, mangoes
citrus by 1990. The Kaiser Engineers estimated that if 31

io 53 years are taken as a development period, the cost
benefit ratio of the irrigation would reach a value of 1.1

by the seventh to the nineth year of development and rise to

1.2 between the fifteenth to eighteenth years. The maximum
investment required was estimated at S 78.4 million^ (1965
prices) after the start of construction of irrigated facili¬
ties. The foreign exchange component was estimated at $ 44.8m.

The agricultural potential of the Northern"^ and Afram plains
are thought to be even greater ;
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(iv) mechanised, farming to modernise the farming practices
of the 8.,000 resettled people. The task of resettling
the 80,000 flood displaced people presented an opportunity
to the V.R.A. and the Ministry of Agriculture to trans¬

form the existing practices of the people through mechani¬

sation. It was clear that if the project was success¬

ful it would greatly raise the living standards of the

people. Moreover shifting cultivation was not going to
he practicable since the area to be settled was far

smaller than the area of previous settlements. Inten¬

sive agriculture was needed. Also the Ministry of agricul-
POture was enthusiastic about trying something new.'

Indeed the resettlement was viewed as a major exer¬

cise in rural development. The people were to be re¬

settled in larger population units, most of them between

2,000 and 5*000 and in 52 settlements instead of the 700,21
The various family units were, on arrival at the new settle¬
ments, to be given already cleared land for arable, tree
crop or livestock farming.

The total cost of the Volta complex is over f 400 million,
the single biggest investment undertaken in the country. The growth
rate of the complex since 1968 is per annum^ while the country's

Gross National Product has been growing at about 3$ per annum

during the same period.

SECTION III

With total production of 122,494 tons of aluminium ingots and
a world price of 29 cents per lb^4 the aluminium complex utilising

loçal bauxite would have yielded an additional import capacity of

f, 73.4m. This would have increased the country's annual export
earnings to f, 373.4®. The aluminium complex would have provided
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19% of this total and cocoa exports, which bring in on the average

</í 195m or 65% of export earnings per annum, would have contributed
52% i.e. the country's dependence of cocoa would have been reduced
by 13%.

Secondly, the Volta complex is one industry which attracts
engineers and engine mechanics, managers and administrators as well
as educates its labour force in the principles of power creation.
This can lead on to new types of machines being devised and a search
for ways in which the machines can be economically utilised. The

hydro-electric power generation at Akosombo can lay the basis for
the emergence of this machine age.

Making advantageous use of machines means mechanising existing

industries as well as those to be set up. Since mechanisation is

not costless there must be a criterion by which industries should

qualify for mechanisation. The criterion for choice of industries
should provide an answer to the second relevant question in growth

pole project evaluation, namely, how can the spread effects be
transmitted to the rest of the country? Hirschman's linkage effects^
concept provides the framework within which to answer the question.

Industries that profide inputs for the Volta complex and

industries each of which utilised as input a high ratio of the

output of the complex relative to total industry input should bo

established. Within the resource endowment of the Ghanaian economy

the only back-linked industry will be the exploitation of bauxite -

estimated 88 million tons at Kibi and perhaps slightly less than
a similar quantity at Yenahin. With income elasticity of import

demand in the__industrially advanced countries for manufactured _

26
aluminium products at 1.24 market considerations cease to be a

constraint on the expansion of fabricating plant capacity to absorb
more ingots.
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Industries producing finished aluminium products such as

roofing sheets, electric cables, pots, pans, buckets etc. will
be forward-linked satellite industries. The manufactures could

serve as import substitutes - the domestic income elasticity of

import demand for these goods being 1.17^ - as well as export items.

The establishment of non-satellite industries can be planned

in terms of their own linkages to the resource base of the economy.

For instance, it can be planned that those industries are to be
mechanised thatj

(i) have linkages to agricultural or mineral inputs, Such
industries could manufacture insecticides, fertilisers .

chemicals, or use resources which abound in the economy,
which in the case of Ghana are manganese, iron ore, lime

deposits, clay5 and should produce finished items that
can compete on the world markets and domestically against
similar imported items;

(ii) produce finished goods for exports;

(iii) use existing primary export products and refine them into
finished products. These final products already have

large international markets and the only problem is to

improve quality and reduce price in order to capture a

big share of the market. With a large part' of the primary

exports diverted to home based plants there will be a

decrease in the supply of these goods in the workd market
and prices may rise. Such a pattern of investment will
ensure that the linked industries will also give rise to
associated industries and increase the multiplier effect

of the linkages.
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The description of the spread effects of the growth pole has
been in terms of Perroux' economic spaces. The spread effects will

be greater if the linked industries are sited together in one locality,
for then there would be externalities and agglomeration effects.

Indeed the advantages of such a cluster of industries would be (a) an

increase in the demand for the products of each industry, determined
by the income elasticity of demand for each product; (b) the emer¬

gence of work force that is versatile, adaptable to a changing set
of tasks and responsibilities - a result of the different training
and skills required by the varied types of businesses. This should
increase productivity, raise wages and lower product prices ; (c)
the growth in demand for water, electricity, and other utilities
which will in turn permit better scale economies in the production

of such services, reducing the unit cost to the benefit of users.

What of the ancillary activities?

1. Lake Transportation :

Since lack of transport forms a barrier to trade and factor

movements it was hoped that the Volta lake would (i) increase the
flow of goods and services between southern and northern Chana which

hitherto had better regarded as two separate entities for all prac¬

tical purposes; (ii) reduce the cost of transportation between the
two halves of the country which would further induce new economic
interconnections and trade flows to the benefit of both regions;
(iii) make accessible some mineral resources located in the north

which would boost economic activity; (iv) reduce the north-south

regional disparity in.the production and enjoyment of goods and

services.
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2. Irrigations

Would transform the whole system of farming in the country.
Because of the seasonal nature of rainfall farmers are compelled
to be comparatively idle for almost half the year. The effects aro

(i) that the supply of local foodstuffs becomes seasonal in the

absence of adequate storage facilities and substantial food processing

activities, and consumers have to pay very high prices for food in the

off-season; (ii) that there is a lot of underemployment in the farming

community for almost half the the year - a clear case of human resource

misutilisation (iii) that farmers are reluctant to adopt any inno¬
vations in farming practices if these invlove extra expenditure
because he is uncertain about getting any returns at all on his

investment. With irrigation these problems will be solved.

Fishing on the Volta Lake : It is estimated that the lake will

yield 60,000 tons of fish annually. This will save the country, which
imports-eleven percent of total fish consumption annually to supple-

% »

ment domestic supplies, some scarpe foreign exchange. It could even

lead to-the canning and export of'fish.

Mechanised agriculture : With mechanised farming and irrigation
Ghana would have" laid very firm foundation for a final solution of

her agricultural problems.

Since foreign exchange availability is such a crucial constraint

on the rate of development of the economy the first criterion that

justifies the existence of the fishing industry, irrigation schema and
mechanised farming is their ability to reduce the imports of fish,
food products and some industrial, raw materials and thus save scarce

foreign exchange. This, however, assumes that the existing supply
of thpse products before the acnillary projects came into being, was

enough to meet national demand. In the event that this was not the

case one would expect the prices of these commodities to fall. In

the case of the development of lake transportation the relevant crite¬
rion will be increased flow of goods between the north and south at

lower prices.
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SECTION IV

On the basis of 56% of the 1971-New York price of alTuminiun
of 29 cents per lb and the smelter output of 122,494 tons f 15•1m
was added to the foreign exchange earnings of the country. This
amount was 21% of the additional foreign exchange which could have
been realised from an integrated aluminium complex and was only 5%
of total foreign exchange earnings of the country.

The chief domestic input for the production of aluminium ingot
is electricity from the Volta dam,

a •: :.in \.J J.. . :I ,hiu r:ab Iïcit a ■ .j

.llul of ashfib.ocaflioo.-eaarijipfin. aeaxxa.. edf iouqxo ii .. ' - •!>•: 0
■

-o-»--j £ star SÍ$^- K O t £5 T ' rj £ "r"' !" nr--;, ,vIÇTO E rt ■_ ■. 8 jf"
Energy sold to customers (KW)

; Inr dtion .oov.-U'L-.-a. f.oocu ,10 well j . y II 1:\,. noil
Year Valco

< Others. r

1966 13,900- - - 435,800
1967 923,200 531,400
1968 1^865,900 607,500
1969 1,972,200 701,400
1970 2,012,000 794,000
1971 1,919,000 887,000

Source ; Annual Reports - V.R.A.

TABLE 2

V.R.A. Revenue from sale of electricity

Year Valco (f) Others (jZÍ)
1966 56,500 3,045,000
1967 2,310,200 3,765,300
1968 2,997,900 4,467,700
1969 5,282,732 5,278,600
1970 . 5,388,889 6,195,727'
1971 5,241,946 7,170,765

Source ; Annual Reports - V.R.A.
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Tables 1 and 2 show that while Valco consumed on the average

of the power sold by the V.R.A. between 1967 when the smelter

went into full operation, and 1971 it paid only 46^ of the revenues

received by the V.R.A. The forecasts for revenue and power consump¬

tion up to 1978, prepared by the V.R.A. show the same trend. This
is because of a special tariff charged to Valco.

TABLE 3

V.R.A, Tariff to customers

Customer Tariff

Valco : ft 0.027 KWh
Electricity Corp., of Ghana
Mines "" ft 3.OO/KW/month plus ft Ó.002 KITh,
Akosombo Textile Factory
Akosombo Township ft 0,008/K¥h.
Togo-Dahomey ft 31 ,360/months plus ft 2.56/KÏÏ

month plus ft 0.0025/KWh.

Sources V.R.A. Annual Report 1966.

The Electricity Corporation which buys electricity in bulk from
the V.R.A. and distributes it to industrial concerns and individual

consumers in the country pays 3 to 4 times as much for power as does
Valco. It is for this very special tariff, which may be changed
only after 30 years that Valco pays the V.R.A. stipulated sum of
money in foreign currency whether it consumes electricity or not.

The fact that the V.R.P. is not the integrated aluminium complex

envisaged - with local supply of bauxite alumina means that fewer
managers, administrators, engineers, engine technicians and general
machinists are employed. This reduces the spread effect of the
skills.
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Backward linkages : The only industries that provide substantial

inputs for the smelter are the chemical, petroleum, and iron and
steel industries. To get an idea of the rate and strength of the
industrial expansion induced by the establishment of the smelter,
the strength of the linkage effects and the extent of domestic

production of these inputs may be calculated as follows :-

TABLE 4

1 9 6 8

]Idustry/ * Gross output of
]Sector industry
•
• •

* S '*
Value of output ° Col. 2 ' Imported
used by smelter ^ % of total

1 ! materials
• • '•
# • 9

'Chemical ' 21.4
• •
o m

{Petroleum s 6.4
'iron & Steai 10.9
s :

18.6

5.4

1.0

: 87 : 0.77 !
• m *

ï 84 : 1.00 j
8

9 8 0.84 1
: : j

Sources : Estimated from Sources and Methods of Estimation of Rational
Income at Current Prices in Ghana. By M.S. Singal and J.I),IT.
Rartey. Central Bureau of Statistics publication 1971 > Accra.
An Economic Survey 1969.

Hirschman's interdependence ratios are so large for chemicals
and petroleum that one epects any increase in the ouptut of the
smelter to lead to an expansion of these industries. However, the
ratios give a false picture of the expansionary effect of the estab¬
lishment or changes in output of the aluminium complex because of
the country's inability to produce the inputs domestically or pro¬

cess the imported ones from a raw state.

A significant feature of the industrial growth of Ghana is the

heavy dependence on imported raw materials and all kinds of inter¬
mediate products in various stages of process. The ratio of im¬

ported to total materials used in the chemical and petroleum indus¬
tries were 0.77 and 1.00 respectively in 1968} i.e. the multiplier
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effects leaked into imports. The success of this pattern of indus¬

trial expansion depends on the availability of foreign exchange

and a core of-highly skilled technical and businessmen who progres¬

sively increase the value added'1 of the imported inputs, i

Lack of adequate foreign exchange earnings have played havoc have
29

the country's rate of industrial development since 1960 , and
factories have been standing idle or working at a fraction of capacity
because of lack of raw materials and essential spare parts. It would

seem that far from lessening the country's dependence on cocoa exports,
industrial expansion, which should have received a big boost from
the building of the V.R.P. has actually increased the dependence
on these exports. This, of course, is to be expected at the initial
state of industrialisation. The question is whether this situation
is transitory.

There would seem to be some scope for substantial import substi¬
tution in the food and beverage processing industries, in which
the costs of packing, transport and handling constitute a signifi¬
cant proportion of the final price paid by the consumer, but very

little in the all important industries producing engineering equip¬

ment, chemicals, petroleum, pharmaceuticals, etc. because of thoir
dependence on imports for a large proportion of total material inputs
and the fact that such inputs are usually at an advanced processod

stage. Neither do we possess the skills to turn the imported inputs
into a final shape if they arrived in rawer state, nor have the raw

materials located in the country. The upshot of this brief discus»-
sion is that even if the aluminium complex induced the establishment
of back-linked industries the spread effects to the rest of the

economy would be limited.
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Forward linkages : As far as the smelter is concerned, there is a

complete lack of any forward linkages, satellite or non satellite.
There are at least six fa.cvtqriea_j>»od.uaing aluminium, joroducts, and ono

would have expeoted them ta usa locally produced aluminium "but "because
there is nc rolling mill in the country these factories have to

import their aluminium inputs. Indeed, the smelter itself was

located at Tema, Ghana's industrial centre, and near the harbour
to economise on transport costs for its imported and locally sup¬

plied unputs and also exports.

The hydro-power can only give rise to the.establishment of

non-satellite industries. But even through a comparison of the
number of manufacturing establishments has increased from 238 in

1965 to 386 in 1971 ;^ the increase has been due almost wholly to
external economies, complementarities and agglomeration effects. The

only benefit from the power sceme has been less interrupted supply
of power.

Employment

V.R.A. - Employment of Skilled Labour

1966 1971 1973

(1) Management & Administrative 48 58 50

(2) Generation, Transmission &
Systems Planning 277 274' n.a,

(3) Civil Forks Maintenance &
Hydrology 11 20 n.a.

(Professional)x - - 98
Total skilled labour 336 352

Total labour employed 1573 3072 2154

Total Industrial Employment in
Ghana 96 ,300 142,886 il « cl #

Professional would normally be
and 3 above.

included in categories 2 and

Sources; V.R.A. Annual Reports 1966, 1971.
Personnel Office, V.R.A Accra.

Also, information from
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VALCO

1966 1973
over 2000 1,700

n.a, 200

Also, verbal communication
in Accra,

(ï) A comparison of skilled labour employed by the V.R.A. in 1966
and 1971 shows no appreciable. In the case of Valco, if we

take the 200 supervisors to represent skilled labour, there
may have been a significant increase since 1966, but it is
unlikely that there will be further notable increases because

(a) the whole complex has a maximum scale of operation and
therefore a limit to the employment of skilled labour^ (b)
as far as is known, there have been no plans to increase the
scale of operations, (c) increase in the employment or the
training of Ghanaian skilled labour can only be at the expense

of expatriate skilled labour. Valco is under no obligation to
Ghanaianise its skilled labour.

(2) There is very little turnover in the employment of skilled .

labour because (a) the skills, especially production skills,
are specific and not transferable, (b) remuneration for si
skilled personnel is higher in the complex than for equivalent

positions in other sectors of the economy.

The Volta complex is thus not likely to act as a growth polo

by generating skills which can be employed in the rest of the
economy.

Total employment (Ghanaian)
Number in supervisory capacity

(Ghanian)

Source; 'Valco' a Valco pamphlet.
with valco representative
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Ancillary Projects

Lake Transportation

The'Yapei Queen' carried 14045 tons of cargo and 5251 passen¬

gers from Akosomho to Kete-Krachi - a distance of 159 miles - for
a total of f, 168,236 and f, 16,400 respectively in 1972. The
figures for the trips between Akosomho and Yapei - a distance

of 329 miles - were 3387 tons of cargo and 6949 passengers for a

total of f 1455O and f 7707 respectively.81
It would seem that the cost per ton mile charged by the Lako

Transport Authority depends on the distance travelled. The cost

per ton mile was 7.8 pesewas between Akosomho and Kete-Krachi, and

1.3 pesewas between Akosomho and Yapei. With cargo per ton mile

charges of 8 pesewas by road and 6 pesewas by rail for the rest
of the economy, the savings effected by using the lake may be esti¬
mated as follows for the year 1972.

Figures of total catch from the Volta Lake are generally held
to be understatements sinoe they refer only to the 7 major landing-

ports. However, for what they are worth, the figures indicate that
the catch from the Volta has been insignificant on a national scale,
and nowhere near the estimated potential. There is also no signi¬
ficant relationship between fish catch from the Lake and the price

index of fish.

Mechanised Farmings

When the first settlers arrived in 1964 only 8,000 of the

envisaged $4)000 acres had been cleared. In other words, most
settlers has no means of providing livelihood for themselves, and

had to depend on food provided by the U.K. World Food Programme.
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The sheer novelty of mechanised farming coupled with uncertain

rewards discouraged many farmers from adopting it. Also, legal

problems of land acquisition had n^t been properly worked out and
this resulted in some people being chased out of the settlements^

Standards of living fell and the whole experience was so

frustrating that by 1968 it was found that 60^33a 0f the original
settlers had moved out. They started moving back when they were

allowed to continue with their well-known farming practices. The

mechanisation scheme, it is generally agyeed, was a big failure.

SECTION V

Prom the above discussion of the Volta complex the conclusion

emerges that the complex is not a growth pole. It is a big invest¬
ment it is growing fairly rapidly, but its connections with other
sectors of the economy is insignificant.

Some factors which prevent the complex from acting as the

growth pole that it was intended to be are :

1. The nature of the structure of the complex. The non utilisa¬
tion of local bauxite deposits, the absence of alumina and
fabricating plants mean that {

(a) the export earning capacity of the complex is far less
than the potential 5

(b) the skills employed by, and trained in the complex are
fewer resulting in limited spread effect;

(c) fewer people are employed and this limits the possible
expansion of the internal market.

2. The ownership of the complex. The fact that the smelter belong
to Valco a multinational corporation which controls a signifi¬
cant proportion of the world's aluminium business makes
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TABLE 5

Savings effected, "by transporting 3,387 tons of cargo from
Tema to Temale (1972)

1 2 3 I

Mode of transportation (ft) cost Mode of transportation (ft) cost Mode of trans¬

portation
(ft) Savings

Cost effected

by using
1 instead
of 2

Savings
effected

by using
1 instead
of 3

By road

(Tema—Akosonibo)

By lake

(Akosombo—Yapei)

By road

(Yapei-Tamale)

16,257.60

16,400,00

9,483.60

by rail

(Tema-Eumasi)

by road

( Kumasi-Tamale)

40,644.00

64,217.52

by road

(Tema—Tamale) 114,O79.O4

42,141.20 104,861.52 9 114,079.04 62,720.32
(60%)

71,927.84
(64$)
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TABLE 6

Savings effected by transporting 14045 tons of cargo from Tema to Kete-Krachi
(1972)

1 2 3

Mode of trans-
portâtion

(0 Mode of trans¬
portation

Mode of trans¬
portation

(10

By road (Tema
Akosombo)

67,416.00 by rail
(Tema-Kumasi)

16,854.00 by road
(Tema-Kete-
Krachi)

246,068.40

By lake
(Akosombo-
Kete—Krachi)

168,236.00 by road
(Kumasi-K.
Krachi)

184» .270.OC

235,652.00 352,810.00 246,068.40

Savings

1 over 2

117.1'"3.00
(5C-/Ó)

over 3

10,416.40
(4»4f°)
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TABLE 7

FISH CONSUMPTION IN GHANA

1 9 6 5 1 9 6 6 19 6 7

1

19 6 8
Tonnage Value Tonnage Value Tonnage Value Tonnage Value :

Imports of fish
& fish products 5.802.8

(5.3)

f>
2,698.3 18,930.2

(17.0)

I
5,140.8 5.461.9

(4.7)

Í
2,810.66 19,683.9

(17.6)
4,445.4

Domestic Catch

a) ferine 59,66.3 18,215.0 66,666.2 14,809.1 95,490.7 15,210.1 73,067.6 16,214.9
b) Volta Lake 20,303.6

(20.0)
4,480.0 600.0

(0.5)
264.0 2,994.1

(2.6)
988.1 7,915.0

(7.1)
3,482.5

Landings from
Foreign vessels
on contract 23,655.4 6,506.5 24,775.8 6,546.1 12,049.0 2,677.1 11,033.9 1,699.2
Total fish

consumption 109,488.1 31,899.8 110,972.2 26,760.0 115,995.7 21,685.9 111,700.4 25,842,0

Price index
of fish 1963 = 100 167.6 I9O.7 160.8 168.8

•H fl

W
•H yfM

(Figures in brackets are percentages of total fish consumption)
Source ; Economic Survey. 1968 - Central Bureau of Statistics, Accra.
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(a) exploitation of local bauxite depends on factors exogenous

to the local economy, i.e. on the state of the world mar¬

ket and on the development plans of Valco's parent com¬

pany.

(b) the calculation of additional import capacity derived from
the complex an academic exercise since this extra foreign

exchange is not available for use by the Ghanaian economy.

3. The nature of the agreement signed between Valco and the Ghana
Government. With tax holidays, exemption from import and export
duties and an electricity tariff of only one third to one quarter
the normal rate, the economy subsidises Valco to the tune of
f, 14,334 and this will continue for the next 30 years - a serious
situation in a capital scare economy.

This raises the question of who should be protected in the signing
of such agreements - the multinational corporation or the small nation.
Capital and skills are so scarce in these small and poor nations that
they i.e. the nations, seem prepared to pay any priœ to attract the
scare resources apparently with little calculation as to whether the
benefits justify the costs.

The ancillary projects - irragation

Lack of progress here has been due to the enormous cost of invest¬
ment especially the foreign exchange component of it. Also irrigation
technology is new to the country. So a lot of organisation, planning
and initial training of skills are required before the scheme can get
off the ground. This has not been possible because political instabi¬
lity since 1966 and a crisis mentality have prevented any long-term
policies being taken to solve the economic problems of the country.
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Fishing

The fishing potential is not tapped "because the wooden canoes

used are too small for deep water fishing and require an input of en¬

ergy which cannot he supplied by humans. Bigger fishing boats fitted
with mechanical propellers are required.

35
Mechanised Farming - This failed because

1. The scheme fell far behind schedule.

(a) There was lack of foreign exchange to order adequate amount
of machinery.

(b) Some equipment tools over two years to arrive after it
had been ordered.

(c) Political interference in the form of transfer of the
supervision and use of all heavy equipment from the Min¬
istry of Agriculture to the United Ghana. Farmers' Co-
operative Council - a body with limited competence in agri¬
culture and administration - further exacerbated the into¬

lerable delays.

(d) The clearing for roads and town sites took priority over

clearing for farming.

(e) The training of staff,, especially tractor operators had to
be postponed until tractors and ancillary equipment ar¬

rived.

2. There was a shortage of agricultural staff experienced with mecha¬
nisation.

3. Land acquisition arrangements were not completed before the set¬
tlers moved in. This means that the settlers had to conduct

these after intricate arrangements themselves and they had to clear
the land themselves with little working capital.
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4. Cooperativo Movement formation which was considered essential for

mechanisation could not get off the ground

(a) "the world'coperative' had come to he associated with the

U.G.F.C.C., which was virtually a wing of the C.P.P., and
with exploitation of farmers hy petty party officials",

(h) the agricultural staff were not conversant with the princi¬
pals of cooperative organisation.

5» There was inadequate prior planning of the agricultural mechanisa¬
tion scheme.

6. Of miscellaneous reasons.

(a) The farmers feared reliance on one mechanised crop and
gave priority to their other food crops.

(0) Parmer absenteeism resulted in certain vital functions
not being performed and the loss of whole crops.

(c) Introduction of tractor charges in 1968 resulted in pre¬

viously 'mechanising' farmers opting out of the scheme.

Lessons for Development Policy

1. In planning to carry out any development project, there is a need
to work out how the project fits into the integrated development
of the economy. Specifically, one should know (a) whether the
project has a developmental effect, i.e. whether it generates

enough locally produced owned reinvestible surplus, skills employ¬
ment, and also linkages with other projects (b) what industries
are likely to be established following the establishment of the
original project; (c) what the probability is that the industries
will in feet be set up - the availability of resources, fincance,

skills, market are important considerations in this respect.
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Policy makers in less developed countries are attracted by large
and technologically advanced projects. Given the shortage of
conventional capital and skills in these economies, the fact that
such projects almost always cater for the export market or the
demand of a small section of the national economy, and the fact
that in many countries, the projects are likely to be foreign

owned, (i) the growth effects are minimal in the economies where
the projects are located even though they may be substantial in
the country which exports the capital equipment and skills to set
up the projects, (ii) market, skills and technological dependence
is likely to be perpetuated.

2. There is a need to work out the cost-benefit of foreign capital.
The only justification for foreign enterprise or capital is that
they will be benefits to the national economy OArer and above
those accruing to the enterprise. Therefore, agreements entered
into with foreign capital should be preceded by a thorough ground¬
work as to costs and benefits of the particular project to the

national economy.
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FOOTNOTES

Perroux., F. "Economie spaces theory and applications. " Quarterly
Journal of Economios. 1950» P» 27.

Per Roux, F. "Note sur la notion de pole de croissance." Economie
Appliqué. 1955» Quoted in Darwent- P.F. Growth poles and growth
centres in retional planning - a review. Environment and Planning,
1969s volume 1 P. 6.

Perroux, F. op. cit.

Hermansen, Tormod, in Development Poles and Development Centres
in National and Regional Development - Elements of a Theoretical
Framework for a Synthetical Approach. U.N.R.I.S.D. 69/G.77
December 1969? points to the existence and origin of related theories
which when reformulated and integrated will provide a synthetical
theory of development poles. The related throries all have as a
coim on denominator the "notion of geographical clustering and
industrial unbalance as a concomitant to economic development"
(P. 23.)

Darwent, D.F. Growth poles and growth centres in regional planning
- a review. Environment and Planning 1969, volume 1 passim.

Greeru,.. R.H. Stages in Economic Developments Changes in the Struc¬
ture of Production, Demand, and International Trade. Based on
an Open Lecture delivered at Khartoum University in August 27,
1964. P. 2.

Hetzler, S.A. Technological Growth and Social Change. Routledge &
Kegan Paul, London 1969» P» 154-55»

Sometines alternatively referred to in this paper as the Volta Com¬
plex.

Because world production of aluminium went up 60 per cent between
1952 and 1956, and the British Government lost its concern about
saving dollars by securing cheap aluminium supplies from a colony.
However, owing to the presistence of Kwame Nkrumah, the then
Prime Ixinister and later, President of Ghana, the U.S. Government
and some aid-giving agencies got interested in the project and
provided assistance as follows?-
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Souroe Amount provided Rate of Int. Period-Yrs

U.K. Export Credit Guarantee
Department £5.0 million 6 25

International-Bank for Re¬
construction and Develop¬
ment £16.8 " 5 3/4 25

U. S. Export Import Bank ..£3.6 5 3/4 25

U. S.A.I.D, £9.6 " 3 1/2 30

Sources The Volta River Project in a Study of Contemporary Ghana -

volume 1, edited "by F. Birmingham, 1. Neudstat, E.ÏT. Omahoe.
Allen & Unwin Ltd. 1966.

10. Valco- the Volta Aluminium Company is a partnership' which com¬
prises tie Kaiser Aluminium and Chemical Corporation (90%) and Rey¬
nolds Metal Company (10% of shares). Kaiser Aluminium is itself
a subsidiary of Kaiser Industries Corporation - a multinational
corporation which specialises in aluminium production. See
Birmingham, IToudstat, Omahoe. Op. cit, p, 402,

11. Ibid. P. 402.

12. The Volta River Authority (V.R.A.) is the organ of the Ghana
Government established in196l and entrusted with the responsibility
for the construction and administration of the dam.

13. Birmingham ÏTeudstat Omaboe. op. cit. P. 400

14. Kalitsi E.A.K. The Volta Lake in Relation to the Human Population
and Some Issues in Economios and Management - in Symposium on
Man-Iía&e Lakes. May, 1971» P. 7= Domestic consumption of marine
fish averages some 110,000 tons per annum.

15. Ibid. P.7

16. Ibid. P.9

17. Accra Plains Irrigation Feasibility Study. Volume 1. Kaiser Engineers
and Constructors Incorporated.

18. Ibid. The feasibility study is undated but it seems to have been
undertaken in the middle of the 1960's. The estimates therefore
need updating for any present policy considerations.
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19'. Land, and Water Survey in the Upper and Northern Regions, Volume
VI. U.N. Development Programme - U.N.P.A.O. 1967.

20. Ohamhers, R, The Volta Resettlement Experience. Pall Mall,
197O.. P. 22.

21. Kalitsi. op. cit. p.2.

22. Total investment in the complex hy the end of 1972. 3=

23. Calculated from the revenue figures in 'Yearbook of the
American Bureau of Metal Statistics.' 51st Annual Issue 1971.

24. Pbid. Ghanaian output of aluminium ingots and New York price. (1971)
25. A Backward linkage is said to exist if the establishment or

increase in production of a dominant industry induces domestic
production of inputs required hy the dominant industry. There
is a forward linkage if the dominant industry induces the
establishment of other industries which use its output. The
total linkage effect is measured hy^r x^Pj_ where x^ (i=1,2,3,.. .n)
is the net output of the n industries that may be established
and Pi(i=1,2,3j n) is the probability that each of the
industries will in fact be established.

If the dominant industry utilises annual inputs of y^

'•»Yn and the minimum economic size of the industries that would
turn out these inputs is a-] a2......an, then the backward linka
is measured by ïi

ï ai

Forward linkage effects are of two kinds depending on the
intensity of the probability that the industries will be estab¬
lished. Satellite industries are those whose x's are small
and the p's large; the industries that are usually established
following the establishment of the dominant industry but which
are of minor importance in comparison with that industry, i.e.,
they use a small fraction of the dominant industry's output.
For instance, if the Volta complex produced aluminium rollings
and this led to the setting-up of factories producing roofing
sheets, electric cables,pots and pans, these would be satellite
factories through forward linkage.

The dominant industry may also give weak stimulus to the
setting up of other industries - non-satellite industries. The£
industries get established more because of external economies
and complementarities than because of direct linkage from the
dominant industry. (Hirschman, A.O. The Strategy of Economic
Development. New Haven, 1958. (Pages 101-2).

e
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26. The figure relates to the priod 1953-^60. World Economy Survey
1962.

27. This is the value of the coefficient, h, in the regression equa¬
tion log Y = hlog X where Y = annual imports of the intermediate
aluminium inputs (from External Trade Statistics. 1967-71')
and x = annual output of construction and manfacturing, 1967-71.»
(from Economic Survey 1969? and the Library of the Central Bureau
of Statistics, Accra.)

28. Prom the total export earnings of Valco (1971) were deducted the
vaflue of imported alumina (244988 tons at 4 cents a lb. 5 a ton
being equal to 2000 lbs) and f, 6 million being the remuneration
of expatriate staff. (See Birmingham et al. op. cit. page 402)

29. Wet Total Current Account

Year tm Year gm.
1960 1965
1961 1966 (-) 128.7
.1962 1967 (-) 86.6
1963 1968 (-) 51.5
1964 1969 (-) 6O.4
Source; Economic Purveys 1966 and 19^9» Central Bureau of
Stats. Accra.)

To make good the deficit, the Government resorted to foreign
borrowing, and by 1969 foreign liabilities stood at f/\S6.2 mil¬
lion. -Suppliers ' (180 day) credits constituted /301.9 or 6670
of total liabilities. This exerted severe pressure on the ex¬
ternal balance in respect of both principal and interest and
led to restrictions on the import of both consumer and intermed¬
iate goods which, in turn, severely constrained economic growth.

30. Industrial Statistics 1971» Central Bureau of Statistics, Accra.

31. Eigures collected from the Office of the Director of Finance,
V.R.A, Accra.

32. Kalitsi, op. cit. Page 9°

33» Chambers R.op. cit. page 237»

33^. Taylor, R.W% People in a Rapidly Changing Environment. The
First Six Years at Yolta Lake. Quoted in Kalitsi. op. cit.
page 4.
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34. Import duty (for alumina) foregone was put at 5% ad valorem,
(national average is 16% b 't falls more heavily on consumer
goods) 5 and export duty (for aluiriinium ingots) at 10% to re¬
flect the government's reduction of export duties to promote
tho export of manufactured and semi-manufactured goods, (the
nationa.1 average "being 32%). Added to these two items is the
monopsonistic profit made by Valco by reason of the special
tariff instead of the tariff paid by other consumers of Volta
electricity. The three items are respectively, %1.0 million,
%4.1 million, and09«2 million

The estimates were made out of 1971 figures, but this has
been the situation since production began and will continue to
be the case as long as the agreement is unchanged.

This is a summary of pages 234 to 237 of Chambers, R.op. cit.




